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Setting the scene
• The European Green Deal (EGD) aims to be climate-neutral by

2050: an economy with net-zero greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. This goal is in line with the EU’s commitment to
global climate action under the Paris Agreement.
• The EGD sets a comprehensive package of measures ranging
from ambitious GHG emission reductions, to research and

innovation for the development of low carbon technologies,
and the preservation of Europe’s natural environment.
• The need for sustainable fishing is highlighted by the CFP and
the F2F, including not only the need to ensure the sustainable
management of wild fish populations, but also of assessing the
environmental footprint of fish products.
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Fuel consumption
• The EU fishing fleet consumed 2.02 billion litres of fuel
(roughly 5.2 million tonnes of CO2) to land 4.5 million tonnes

of fish valued 6.7 billion at the first sale in 2018 (AER, 2020).
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LCA: a tool to measure impacts
• The environmental footprint of fisheries can be assessed by

means of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA).
• LCA is a method to systematically and holistically assess the
environmental impacts of the life cycle of products and
processes, from raw material extraction to waste
management.

• LCA allows assessing a multitude of environmental impacts
highlighting possible trade-offs and burdens shifting between
not only environmental impacts but also life cycle stages.
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Emissions per product
• The LCA for GHG emissions (i.e., contribution to climate

change) for fish and seafood products ranged between 4.6 and
9.0 kg CO2 eq. per kg of product.
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Contribution by cycle stage
• For fish and seafood products, most of the impacts are

generated during the primary production (i.e. fishing
activities), which represents between 57% (cod) to 77%
(salmon).
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Some thoughts
• LCA shortcomings are because of data shortcomings rather
than methodological ones: need to include more products, the

exact origin of fish matters (country, fisheries vs aquaculture),
different fish products may mix (e.g. in processing), and
information should not be ‘years old’.
• Let’s not forget that EU-27 imports about 70% of the fish we
eat. Difficult to collect data from third countries.

• GHG emissions is only one of the impacts. But it is easy to
measure, impartial, monitor overtime, compare with other
sectors and is high on the agenda.
• Hence, the need to incorporate other impacts. But they need to
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be measured in a reliable way.

STECF EWG 20-05
• On Criteria and indicators that could contribute to incorporating
sustainability aspects in the marketing standards under the CMO
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Looking forward: the Consumption Footprint
• The Consumption Footprint indicator is a set of 16 LCA-based
indicators (also available as single score), whose purpose is to

quantify the environmental impacts of an average EU citizen,
based on the consumption of goods in five areas (Food,
Mobility, Housing, Household goods, and Appliances) and a

total of around 150 representative products.
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What about benefits?
• Fish is more than just proteins.

• If impacts have to be accounted, probably benefits too. But
how and where?
• Too much information can be bad? What consumers need/want
to know?
• Also less impacts can be perceived as beneficial (compared to

imports, other products?).
• Potential development of ‘low impact’ products (e.g. low trophic
levels such as algae). What about the market?
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